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We want to know what your perceptions are of the current relationship 
between the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC) and the Art 
Institute of Chicago museum (AIC).

The data gathered will be used by the Coalition for Museum Relations 
(CMR), a newly formed SAIC student group, in defining their goals of 
developing a stronger relationship between SAIC and AIC. Questions 
about this survey, as well as general inquiries about CMR, can be sent 
to saicCMRaic@saic.edu.

Please drop off filled-out surveys to the Arts Education office on the 
7th floor of the Sharp building. A link to the survey is also posted on 
fnewsmagazine.com. Thank you!

On the Rocks?   A survey on school/museum relations 



FNEWSMAGAZINE.coM

 Yes  No

 Zero times  Once or twice  Three to five times  Six or more times

 Every week  Once a month   A few times a year

     

     

     

 Very satisfied  Satisfied                 Unsatisfied                          Extremely unsatisfied

 Yes  No   Somewhat

      

      

 Yes  Yes, if they were free  Probably not  No

 AIC College night   AIC Student Advisory Committee  SAIC only AIC internship positions

 Monthly Lecture/Talk with an AIC staff member  SAIC/AIC forums  Other:

 Strongly Agree  Agree  Disagree  Strongly Disagree

       

       

       

       

YEAr/ProGrAM/DEGrEE TYPE: 

Have you held any employment, co-op, internship, or volunteer positions at AIc?

How many times have you visited AIc with an SAIc class?

How often do you visit AIc (not with a class)?

How often do you attend special events, programs, or lectures at AIc?

How often do you visit the Museum of contemporary Art (not with a class)?

How often do you visit other art museums or galleries (not with a class)?

Are you satisfied with SAIc’s relationship to AIc?

Did SAIc’s affiliation with AIc play a role in your decision to attend SAIc?
  

 Is SAIc’s relationship with AIc what you expected it to be?

As an SAIc student, are AIc programs being actively communicated to you?
 

Would you attend special events, programs, or lectures at AIc specifically for SAIc students?

What programs or events would you attend or participate in as an SAIc student?

Please respond to the following statements:

I feel that AIC and SAIC are part of the same institution.

I feel that AIC and SAIC are completely separate entities.

 I would be interested in taking a class that enables me to become involved with AIC.

 I feel valued as an AIC visitor because I am a student at SAIC.

I feel that I am aware of AIC programming.
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